FIRE CRYSTALS

Environment and Concrete

Warning

www.vaporizericemelt.com
When used as directed, Vaporizer Pro-Grade
Fire Crystals TM has a low impact on the
environment and is safe for properly cured
concrete compared to other deicers.

Grass and Plants
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When used extensively, ice melting products
may be harmful to concrete surfaces. They
increase the number of freeze / thaw cycles
as well as lowering the freezing point of water.
Flaking or scaling may result since water
expands when frozen. Do not use on improperly
cured concrete, porous concrete, or concrete
less than 1 year old. Usage is not recommended
on porous brick, mortar joints or flagstone.
Avoid excessive contact with vegetation.

Caution

7-75788-25337-4

Directions for Use
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Vaporizer Pro-Grade Fire Crystals TM is safer
for lawns and vegetation when used properly.
There are studies that have shown blends that
contain sufficient calcium and (CMA) mixed
with sodium are safer for vegetation than
potassium and sodium chloride ice melt
products.

May cause eye and skin irritation. In case of
contact with eyes flush with water for least
15 minutes. Call physician. Avoid contact with
eyes, skin and clothing. Do not take internally.
If Swallowed - seek medical attention
immediately. DO NOT induce vomiting unless
directed to do by medical personnel. Wash
thoroughly after handling. Not for food or
drug use.
Keep out of reach of children and pets

Non-Warranty

50 lb

For ice control

Fire Crystals (Bag)

Used as directed, Vaporizer Pro-Grade Fire
Crystals TM products effectively reduce
accumulated ice and/or snow from outdoor
surfaces to help keep walking and driving
areas clear.

PG-FC50BG

Storage

UPC

Store in a clean dry location. Keep bags sealed
or tied after each use.

# PER PLT

Remove loose snow and/or slush, spread out
Vaporizer Pro-Grade Fire Crystals TM at the rate
of about 1/4 lb per square yard of surface area.
Remove any remaining slush once the ice has
melted. Use gloves or scoop when spreading
Pro-Grade Fire Crystals TM on the surface. It is
recommended that rubber soled shoes or boots
be worn when applying the product.

SIZE

Product of USA

No warranty expressed or implied concerning
the use of this product is made by the manufacturer or seller other than for the purposes
indicated on the label. Manufacturer or seller
is not liable for any injury or damage caused
by this product due to misure, mishandling or
any application not specifically described and
recommended on the label. In the event that
the use of this product causes damage to
person or property, purchaser expressly agrees
that his sole and exclusive remedy against
manufacturer and seller will be to return the
unused portion of these goods and receive a
refund of the purchase price.

DESCRIPTION

Contains:
Calcium Magnesium Acetate (CMA)
Calcium Chloride
Sodium Chloride

Available in:
50 lb. Bag
www.vaporizericemelt.com

Manufactured by: Vaporizer LLC.
PO Box 190 Mt. Morris, NY 14510
VAPORIZERTM is an American Rock Salt® Company.
MFG Item #

CAS#76123-46-1
CAS#010043-52-4
CAS#7647-14-5

NET WT. 50 LBS (22.7 Kg)
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TM

✔ Low Temperature Performance

COLOR ENHANCED
MELTS 2X TIMES FASTER
THEN ROCK SALT

– Using Less Product = Better for the
Environment

FAST ACTING

✔ Screened & Colored
✔ Melts 2–2.5 Times Faster
than Rock Salt

FIRE CRYSTALS
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TM

Superior Ice & Snow Melter
TM

Blended with Calcium
Chloride and CMA

– Fast acting, long lasting colored crystals
that melt the snow and ice

✔ Infused with Calcium Chloride
& CMA
✔ Superior Results,
It’s What the Pro’s Demand
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